Kinetic energy (KE) in the Arctic Ocean's Beaufort Gyre is dominated by the mesoscale eddy field that plays a central role in the transport of freshwater, heat, and biogeochemical tracers. Understanding Beaufort Gyre KE variability sheds light on how this freshwater reservoir responds to wind forcing and sea ice and ocean changes. The evolution and fate of mesoscale eddies relate to energy pathways in the ocean (e.g., the exchange of energy between barotropic and baroclinic modes). Mooring measurements of horizontal velocities in the Beaufort Gyre are analyzed to partition KE into barotropic and baroclinic modes and explore their evolution. We find that a significant fraction of water column KE is in the barotropic and the first two baroclinic modes. We explain this energy partitioning by quantifying the energy transfer coefficients between the vertical modes using the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity conservation equations with a specific background stratification observed in the Beaufort Gyre. We find that the quasi-geostrophic vertical mode interactions uphold the persistence of KE in the first two baroclinic modes, consistent with observations. Our results explain the specific role of halocline structure on KE evolution in the gyre and suggest depressed transfer to the barotropic mode. This limits the capacity for frictional dissipation at the sea floor and suggests that energy dissipation via sea ice-ocean drag may be prominent.
Introduction
The Canada Basin's Beaufort Gyre has accumulated a significant amount of freshwater over the past two decades under the prevailing anticyclonic wind forcing and Ekman transport convergence (e.g., Krishfield et al., 2014; Proshutinsky et al., 2009) . The freshwater content is associated with a strong halocline stratification in the region, isolating the surface ocean layer and sea ice from deep ocean heat fluxes, and its storage and release also have climate implications beyond the Arctic Ocean (e.g., Proshutinsky et al., 2015) . As anticyclonic wind forcing spins up the gyre, a significant fraction of energy is stored in the form of available potential energy, manifest by the steepening of isopycnals. This available potential energy can be released via baroclinic instability and the generation of eddies (i.e., kinetic energy, KE; e.g., Holland, 1978; Manucharyan & Spall, 2015; Pedlosky, 1979) .
Mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous in the Beaufort Gyre, residing within the stratified halocline (e.g., Pickart et al., 2005; Timmermans et al., 2008; Zhao & Timmermans, 2015; Zhao et al., 2014) . These eddies have diameters around 10 km of the same order of magnitude as the first and second baroclinic Rossby deformation radii (see Zhao et al., 2014) . The eddies have azimuthal speeds typically exceeding 15 cm/s and are observed far from their presumed origins at the gyre boundaries and are assumed to be translated to the basin interior (e.g., Manley & Hunkins, 1985; Manucharyan & Timmermans, 2013; Timmermans et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2014) . It remains unclear how the KE of mesoscale eddies is ultimately dissipated. One could argue, for example, that eddies dissipate by friction at the bottom or top (e.g., the underside of sea ice) ocean boundaries. However, they are observed to reside within the stratified halocline and would therefore have to first become surface intensified or barotropize. depends on the ambient stratification, the partitioning of KE into vertical normal modes (i.e., barotropic and baroclinic modes) is often employed to study this process (e.g., Flierl, 1978; Hua & Haidvogel, 1986 ). Here we invoke the same formalism to explore the distribution and evolution of KE in the Beaufort Gyre halocline.
In a study of observations confined to the midlatitudes (between ∼20 ∘ N and ∼50 ∘ N), Wunsch (1997) partitions KE measured from moorings into vertical dynamic water column modes (estimated from the mean stratification) and finds that most of the water column KE is contained in the barotropic and first baroclinic modes. This may be explained by geostrophic turbulence in a nonuniformly stratified water column. Smith and Vallis (2001) , for example, find that surface-intensified stratification associated with the thermocline impedes the efficiency of KE transfer to the barotropic mode and results in a concentration of energy in the first baroclinic mode. The ubiquitous intrahalocline eddy field in the Beaufort Gyre indicates a distinct energy pathway from the cases examined by Smith and Vallis (2001) and Wunsch (1997) , for example, which are dominated by surface eddies. In this paper, we analyze mooring measurements spanning 2003-2016 to investigate how the Beaufort Gyre KE distribution relates to its stratification. Specifically, because the average water column KE is dominated by the existence of halocline eddies (e.g., Zhao et al., 2014 Zhao et al., , 2016 , we seek to examine how the KE of the eddies is redistributed among different modes and how this may relate to gyre energetics.
The paper is outlined as follows. The Beaufort Gyre mooring measurements and auxiliary data are described in section 2. In section 3, vertical water column barotropic and baroclinic modes are introduced and calculated from the mean stratification. It is further instructive to contrast these results with modes calculated for a typical stratification in the North Pacific Ocean, which we take as a representative of the midlatitudes. KE inferred from mooring velocity measurements is separated into these vertical modes in section 4. Next, we seek to interpret results of the KE partitioning. To this end, in section 5, conservation of quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity is considered and interaction coefficients (which provide information on the efficiency of energy transfer between different vertical modes and depend upon stratification) are compared between the Beaufort Gyre and the North Pacific. In section 6, we summarize and discuss the limitations and implications of our findings.
Measurements

Moored Measurements
The primary data used in this study are moored measurements from the Beaufort Gyre Exploration Project (BGEP, http://www.whoi.edu/beaufortgyre) between August 2003 and 2016. A total of four moorings (denoted A, B, C, and D) is deployed across the Beaufort Gyre (Figure 1a) . A McLane Moored Profiler (MMP) on each mooring returns profiles of pressure, temperature, salinity, and velocity from around 50-90m to ∼2,000m depth. The data are processed to a vertical resolution of ∼2 m, and profiles are returned every ∼6 h and then ∼48 h (see Proshutinsky et al., 2009 , for further details). The background geostrophic flow in the Beaufort Gyre is relatively weak (compared to typical velocities associated with mesoscale eddies as will be shown), on the order of a few cm/s, perhaps somewhat larger in recent years as a result of the intensification of the gyre flow (e.g., Armitage et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016) , and the magnitude of the flow decreases with depth. Moorings closer to topographic boundaries (Moorings B and D) record higher velocities in general (Figure 1a ). Velocity data are nominally accurate to ±2 cm/s, but our primary interest here is understanding the distribution of KE (i.e., relative, rather than absolute values) and the accuracy does not affect our results.
Auxiliary Data
In addition to mooring measurements, hydrographic CTD data from the annual BGEP/Joint Ocean Ice Studies expedition (http://www.whoi.edu/beaufortgyre) are used to extrapolate density profiles from the mooring measurements (i.e., shallower than ∼50 m and deeper than ∼2,000 m to the full water column depth), as required for the calculation of vertical mode structures (see Appendix A). Pressure, temperature, and salinity are measured each summer/fall at sites throughout the Beaufort Gyre (including at mooring locations). Data from Ice-Tethered Profilers (ITPs; see Krishfield et al., 2008; Toole et al., 2011) , drifting year-round in the Beaufort Gyre making measurements of temperature and salinity between ∼7 and ∼750 m, are used to examine the influence of the seasonality of the surface stratification on the structure of the vertical modes.
Because the moorings do not provide surface velocity data, we use velocity information from the reanalysis product TOPAZ4 of the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (marine.copernicus.eu) to supplement mooring velocities. The product is generated via the HYCOM model coupled to a sea ice model, assimilated with in situ measurements and satellite data from various systems (see Sakov et al., 2017) . Daily values are available between 1991 and 2015 with a horizontal resolution of 12.5 km. This product has been used effectively and validated in past studies (e.g., Sakov et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2017) . Further, a partial time series record of upward-looking acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) measurements is available for Moorings A, B (2010 Moorings A, B ( -2016 Moorings A, B ( ), and D (2005 Moorings A, B ( -2016 ; ADCP data are available at http://www.whoi.edu/ beaufortgyre. Velocity data from a few meters depth to ∼40 m with a vertical resolution of 2 m are returned. We find good agreement between the reanalysis and ADCP velocities, and negligible difference in KE parti- 
Calculation of Vertical Modes
Water column motions in the ocean can be represented as the sum of an infinite number of orthogonal motions with corresponding stratification-dependent vertical modes (i.e., barotropic and baroclinic modes) in the vertical dimension associated with a set of horizontal scales (i.e., Rossby deformation radii; e.g., Gill, 1982) . The modes indicate how water column motions of different scales are set by the stratification. Interactions between modes govern how KE is transferred and redistributed in the water column (section 5). To begin, we compute the barotropic and first four baroclinic mode structures for mean Beaufort Gyre stratification measured at the mooring sites and compare and contrast with vertical modes computed for a representative North Pacific stratification.
Following Gill (1982) , vertical mode structures can be found by considering the linearized momentum equations with hydrostatic balance, mass, and buoyancy conservation equations. The linearized system may be reduced to two equations in vertical velocity w and pressure p, which may be reduced further by writing variables in separable form as follows: w (x, y, z, t 
) = W(z)w(x, y, t) and p(x, y, z, t) = P(z)p(x, y, t).
The result is the following system (e.g., Gill, 1982 , for further details)
with boundary conditions
Here P(z) and W(z) are dimensionless vertical mode structures for horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively (e.g., Gill, 1982; Wunsch & Stammer, 1997) .
is the basic-state buoyancy frequency calculated from the mean density field̄over the entire mooring record for a given mooring (Figures 2a  and 2b ; see Appendix A), 0 is a representative density, f is the Coriolis parameter, and −H is the bottom depth at the mooring in question. We make the assumption here of a flat-bottom ocean and negligible mean background flow. The resting ocean assumption has been discussed at length in past studies (e.g., Szuts et al., 2012; Wunsch, 1997) , and it is particularly appropriate here due to the weak background flow (i.e., much weaker than eddy velocities) in the Beaufort Gyre. c is a separation constant associated with the Rossby deformation radius, where R d = c∕f (see Figure 2c) ; it relates the equations in the horizontal and vertical dimensions (see Wunsch, 2015) .
The typical buoyancy frequency of the Beaufort Gyre is characterized by three maxima (Figure 1b , blue), one associated with the mixed layer base and two more within the halocline (associated with Pacific water inflows; Timmermans et al., 2014) . Halocline eddies are observed in the water column at depths between these maxima (e.g., Zhao et al., 2014 Zhao et al., , 2016 . The typical stratification of the North Pacific Ocean, on the other hand, is characterized by a single peak in the buoyancy frequency at the thermocline (Figure 1b, red) , below which stratification decays with depth. In the upper ocean (shallower than ∼300 m), the Beaufort Gyre is more strongly stratified than the North Pacific Ocean ( Figure 1b) ; in the deep ocean (deeper than ∼1,000 m), the Beaufort Gyre has a weaker stratification than the North Pacific. The basic-state density (buoyancy frequency) profiles are similar across all Beaufort Gyre moorings (Figures 2a and 2b) . We use these mean stratification profiles to compute the structure of each mode at each mooring and for the representative North Pacific profile, solving equations (1)-(4). The calculation of modes requires density profiles from the ocean surface to the bottom; details of the extrapolation and validity are discussed in Appendix A.
For convenient comparison between modes, we normalize such that 1 H ∫ 0 −H P m (z)P m (z)dz = 1 for a given mode m (e.g., Szuts et al., 2012) . Note also that vertical modes are orthogonal such that for modes m and n (where m ≠ n), ∫ 0 −H P m (z)P n (z)dz = 0. There is negligible difference in mode structures between each of the Beaufort Gyre moorings (Figure 2 ). Compared to the North Pacific, vertical modes in the Beaufort Gyre are more surface intensified (i.e., they exhibit shallower maxima, Figure 1c ). To understand this, let us consider P 2 (z), for example ( Figure 1c) . P 2 (z) indicates what the vertical structure of horizontal velocities would be if the water column of a given stratification could be roughly divided into three layers moving in opposite directions between adjacent layers. In the Beaufort Gyre, the more weakly stratified deep water suggests a thicker third (deep) layer and the more strongly stratified upper ocean gives rise to a thinner first (shallow) layer compared to the North Pacific where the upper ocean density increases more gradually. This gives rise to the shallower peak in P 2 (z) in the Beaufort Gyre, that is, the more surface-intensified mode structure. It is also helpful to examine the analytical form of the mode structures which can be derived under the WKB approximation; these do not differ appreciably from the numerical solutions (see Chelton et al., 1998) . Conservation of mass suggests that when W 2 (z) = 0, P 2 (z) attains a local maximum. The analytical solution may be written as
, where B is a constant. The depth of the P 2 (z) maximum is then equivalent to finding the depth z m 2 satisfying ∫
where Chelton et al., 1998) . We estimate z m 2 for the Beaufort Gyre stratification (z m 2 ≈ 200 m) and the North Pacific stratification (z m 2 ≈ 730 m); two factors result in the shallower value in the Beaufort Gyre-the weaker deep stratification and the more strongly stratified halocline. Now that vertical structures P(z) and W(z) have been computed for each mode (Figure 2) , we can estimate the fraction of KE in each of these modes in the Beaufort Gyre.
Partitioning Beaufort Gyre KE Into Modes
Water column velocity (u, v, w) can be written as the sum of barotropic and baroclinic vertical modes as follows
where um , vm and wm are the mth mode amplitudes for u, v, and w, respectively. m = 0 represents the barotropic mode, and m > 0 are baroclinic modes. At a given mooring location (x, y), measured velocity (e.g., eastward velocity u(z, t)) at time t and depth z can be expressed as the sum of velocity components (i.e., a reconstructed velocity), and we may write
The mode amplitude um (t) can be calculated if velocity is measured throughout the full depth of the water column (Gill, 1982) .
Because the deep Beaufort Gyre is quiescent, velocity deeper than 2,000 m may be extrapolated to be the mean velocity between 1,800 m and the deepest mooring measurement. Variability is much larger in the upper ocean, and extrapolation of velocities shallower than 50 m is not possible. For measurements covering the partial water column or having coarse vertical resolution (e.g., a line of fixed-depth current meters), the Gaussian-Markov inversion method has been used to fit the measured velocity to mode structures (e.g., Szuts et al., 2012; Wunsch, 1997) . However, we find this fitting method applied to Beaufort Gyre mooring data returns anomalously large reconstructed velocities at depths shallower than ∼50 m due to a lack of constraint on surface velocities. Results are much improved by constraining surface velocities using reanalysis information or upper ocean ADCP data (section 2.2). In this way, we find good fits at depths where mooring velocity data are available, as well as reasonable reconstructed velocities (i.e., surface velocity magnitudes in the range 0-10 cm/s; see, e.g., Armitage et al., 2017) above the shallowest measured depth.
With knowledge of mode amplitudes, and following Wunsch (1997) , depth-averaged KE (KE) over the full water column can be calculated from velocity at a given mooring location (x, y) using Parseval's theorem (see Bracewell, 1986) as We find that in nearly all cases the sum of the first five modes (barotropic plus first four baroclinic) is sufficient to well represent the measured KE (Figure 3) . The exception to this is when there are deep eddies present, which have velocity maxima ∼1,200m depth (see Carpenter & Timmermans, 2012; Zhao & Timmermans, 2015) , and energy is found in higher baroclinic modes. These have negligible influence on halocline dynamics, and for the purposes of this study, deeper eddies have been removed from the record (see Zhao & Timmermans, 2015) .
The Beaufort Gyre KE is dominated by the halocline eddy field (see Zhao & Timmermans, 2015; Zhao et al., 2016 ; Figure 3 ). High KE (larger than ∼8 cm 2 /s 2 ) is associated with the existence of halocline eddies. Partitioning KE into modes (consider Mooring D, e.g., Figures 3e and 3f ) suggests that the sum of the first four baroclinic modes accurately represents halocline mesoscale eddies. In particular, for Moorings A, B, and D, the percentage of total energy found in the first two baroclinic modes is 71%, 63%, and 77% (respectively) when eddies are present. The contributions of each of the two modes are effectively equally important ( Figure 4) and independent of the strength of eddies. By contrast, Wunsch (1997) finds the water column KE for the midlatitude oceans to be predominately in the barotropic and first baroclinic mode (around 40% and 50% of KE, respectively, with spatial variations). In general, deeper eddies may result in a higher percentage of KE in higher modes (e.g., Clement et al., 2014) . It is important to note that the eddies sampled here are located between ∼100 and ∼250m depth, due to the limited depth range sampled by the moorings. The ability to sample shallower eddies may yield more energy in the first baroclinic mode, which may decrease the percentage of KE in the second baroclinic mode. However, the Beaufort Gyre will still be characterized by a significant percentage of KE in the second baroclinic mode because of the large numbers of halocline eddies.
To understand the distribution of KE within modes in the Beaufort Gyre, and in particular why KE partitioning in the mid-latitude oceans differs, in the next section we consider conservation of quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity for a specified stratification to understand how energy may be redistributed between modes, and to quantify the efficiency of this redistribution.
KE Pathways in the Beaufort Gyre
Geostrophic turbulence theory predicts that there is an inverse energy cascade from higher baroclinic modes to the barotropic mode via mode-mode interactions related to the advection of barotropic and baroclinic KE (e.g., Charney, 1971; Fu & Flierl, 1980; Hua & Haidvogel, 1986; Salmon, 1980) . However, the efficiency of this KE transfer in the vertical greatly depends on the stratification (Smith & Vallis, 2001) . The observation of KE in the midlatitude oceans being found almost entirely in the barotropic and first baroclinic modes (Wunsch, 1997) is explained by inefficient energy transfer to the barotropic mode (for typical thermocline stratification), and as a result a significant portion of energy remains in the first baroclinic mode. The difference in the dominant energy-containing modes between the Beaufort Gyre and the midlatitude oceans suggests different energy flow pathways. We test this hypothesis by comparing interactions between different vertical modes for differing stratifications. Smith and Vallis (2001) examine the energy distribution in the vertical for nonuniform thermocline stratification (which they express as an analytical function of depth). They calculate vertical normal modes given this stratification, and then considering a quasi-geostrophic system, estimate how the potential vorticity in one mode may be altered by flow interactions in other modes. The efficiency of this process as a function of mode is estimated by interaction coefficients. Here we apply the same formalism as Smith and Vallis (2001) to the Beaufort Gyre stratification and evaluate KE pathways there.
Mode-mode interactions can be quantified by considering quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity (PV) conservation on an f -plane (with no external forcing)
where Just as for the velocity (section 3), and q may also be represented as the sum of modes as (x, y, z, t 
This decomposition in (10) yields the change of PV in the mth mode (Flierl, 1978) 
where i, j, m = 0, 1, 2, ... represent mode numbers, i and q i are the ith mode amplitudes for and q, and
is an interaction coefficient between modes i, j and m.
Equation (11) can be understood as the advection from velocity in the ith mode of the PV in the jth mode producing a change in the mth mode PV (see, e.g., Flierl, 1978) . The interaction coefficient ijm characterizes how much energy is transferred between modes i, j, and m and depends upon the stratification. We showed how the more surface-intensified structure of modes in the Beaufort Gyre compared to the North Pacific relates to the Beaufort Gyre's more strongly stratified upper water column and weakly stratified deep water column. This gives rise to larger magnitude interaction coefficients between baroclinic modes because the modes with higher variation and largest amplitude are concentrated in the upper ocean (Figure 5a ). Smith and Vallis (2001) , for example, find that a thinner thermocline thickness can reduce the efficiency of energy transferred to the barotropic mode, leading to a concentration of energy in the first baroclinic mode.
For the North Pacific Ocean stratification, we find to be consistent with Smith and Vallis (2001) with a higher value of 111 compared to 110 , suggesting that interactions in the first baroclinic mode promote energy to remain there rather than transfer to the barotropic mode ( Figure 5b) . As a result, most KE in the North Pacific is found in both the barotropic and the first baroclinic modes. In the Beaufort Gyre, 111 and 212 are higher than 110 , indicating that energy transfer between baroclinic modes in the Beaufort Gyre is more efficient than to the barotropic mode (Figure 5a ). In sum, halocline eddies in the Beaufort Gyre have a greater barrier to vertical homogeneity (Charney, 1971) , consistent with a lower percentage (compared to the North Pacific Ocean) of eddy KE in the Beaufort Gyre being in the barotropic mode. Further note that 212 is of similar magnitude as 111 in the Beaufort Gyre. Large 212 suggests that the interaction between the first and second baroclinic modes will result in PV production in the second baroclinic mode. This explains the dominance of the second baroclinic mode energy in the Beaufort Gyre.
It is important to note that the energy transfer across vertical modes requires the presence of an active turbulent field (i.e., interacting eddies that advect each other's potential vorticity). However, observations suggest that halocline eddies are coherent isolated features rather than components of an active turbulent field. Thus, an explanation of KE mode partitioning requires distinguishing between the following two limiting cases: (1) eddies form with a particular energy partitioning because of the baroclinic structure of unstable currents that produced them (i.e., the fastest growing mode has a certain vertical energy partitioning) and (2) eddies form due to a wide range of unstable flows but the observed eddies favor a specific mode energy distribution due to strong vertical mode interactions (that depend only on the vertical stratification). Resolving this distinction will require more comprehensive observations of the eddy field than are available at present, as well as numerical modeling.
Summary and Discussion
Water column KE in the Beaufort Gyre is dominated by halocline eddies and can be represented as a sum of the barotropic and first two baroclinic modes. More than 85% of the water column KE is accounted for in the barotropic and first two baroclinic modes. We show that this KE partitioning is the result of mode-mode interactions (determined by the halocline stratification). The efficiency of energy transfer to the barotropic mode is relatively low. There is a stronger tendency, for example, for interaction between the first and second baroclinic modes to concentrate energy in the second baroclinic mode. The KE partitioning differs from the midlatitude oceans (e.g., Wunsch, 1997) where energy is primarily concentrated in the barotropic and the first baroclinic modes because the stratification is weaker and less surface intensified than in the Beaufort Gyre.
In their mode-mode analysis, Smith and Vallis (2001) used the nondimensional analytical expression N 2 0 (z) = e z∕ ∕ for stratification where depth z = [−1, 0]. This stratification is varied from more surface intensified to uniform, corresponding to typical stratification profiles in the midlatitude ocean ( = 0.05) and the troposphere ( ∼ ∞). The typical stratification in the Beaufort Gyre is too complex to be represented by this expression, although the general pattern of weakly stratified deep and strongly stratified upper ocean is characterized by < 0.05. The corresponding interaction coefficient based on this stratification is consistent with our estimates here: a more strongly stratified upper ocean (i.e., smaller ) gives rise to a larger efficiency of KE transfer between baroclinic modes than to the barotropic mode, as well as an energy concentration in higher baroclinic modes.
Our study is limited here to an assessment of how KE is redistributed vertically in the water column at a given location. We do not have sufficient spatial coverage in data to analyze KE in the horizontal plane. That is, we cannot quantify the evolution of PV as expressed in parentheses on the right-hand side of equation (11). Theory suggests that the relevant horizontal scale of the mth mode is the mth Rossby deformation radius (e.g., Hua & Haidvogel, 1986; Smith & Vallis, 2001) . Beaufort Gyre halocline eddies have a significant portion of their energy in the second baroclinic mode, and eddies generally have length scales in the range R d 1 and R d 2 . The location of moorings further restricts our study of KE evolution to the abyssal plain.
Our analysis points to the importance of stratification in the evolution of KE in the Beaufort Gyre, and this is helpful in understanding how energy is dissipated. Friction is the ultimate sink of KE, either operating on 10.1029/2018JC014037 motions at the smallest scales (e.g., Dewar & Hogg, 2010; Nikurashin et al., 2013; Zhai et al., 2010) or associated with drag at topographic boundaries (e.g., Nikurashin et al., 2013) , including sea ice cover (e.g., Ou & Gordon, 1986) . The transfer of KE to the first baroclinic and barotropic modes provides a mechanism for topographic interactions. The inefficiency of energy transfer to the barotropic mode may imply less efficient KE dissipation in the Beaufort Gyre through bottom drag. The upper boundary, where the surface ocean is in contact with sea ice for most of the year, may play an important role in KE dissipation in the Beaufort Gyre when KE is transferred to the first baroclinic mode. Future work will focus on understanding the dissipation of KE in the Beaufort Gyre, in particular how the interaction between mesoscale motions and the underside of sea ice contributes to dissipating KE.
It is important to point out that in this paper we used the traditional orthogonal basis (i.e., barotropic and baroclinic modes), which requires the assumption of a rigid lid and vanishing vertical velocity at this top boundary. Further, it assumes no bottom slope nor bottom friction. Other studies have introduced different formalisms motivated by the aim to infer the vertical structure of ocean flows from satellite observations of the surface ocean. In one formalism, ocean flows are considered to be driven by surface buoyancy gradients and a surface quasi-geostrophic stream function is introduced (see, e.g., Lapeyre, 2009; Smith & Vanneste, 2013) . The vertical velocity structure then depends upon the surface horizontal structure. A further development accounts for a bottom slope and/or bottom friction (see, e.g., de La Lama et al., 2016; LaCasce, 2017) ; solutions indicate that bottom velocities tend to 0 when bottom slope and/or friction are taken into account, which gives rise to surface-intensified modes. A future study could employ the above methods in the Canada Basin, and results could be compared to those found here using the traditional orthogonal basis.
Idealized numerical experiments and theory have been put forward to describe a mechanism for wind-driven gyre equilibration by eddies that cumulatively act to flatten isopycnals and inhibit freshwater accumulation (Manucharyan et al., 2016 (Manucharyan et al., , 2017 . However, likely due to the simplicity of the vertical stratification used in these idealized experiments, the generated eddies were not coherent and predominantly of the first baroclinic mode with substantially larger sizes O(100 km) compared to the observed isolated halocline eddies which have significant second baroclinic mode energy and are O(10 km) in size. Nevertheless, mooring estimates of O(100 km) mixing length scales and eddy diffusivities O(50-400 m 2 /s) are in agreement with numerical experiments of Manucharyan and Spall (2015) , suggesting that the along-isopycnal stirring occurs on substantially larger scales than the scale of isolated halocline eddies (Meneghello et al., 2017) . Reconciling differences between the modeled and observed eddy characteristics and understanding eddy-mean flow interactions by relating the eddy KE mode partitioning to the cumulative eddy transport of tracers such as freshwater remain an open challenge.
Appendix A: Calculating the Vertical Structure of Modes: Extrapolating Mooring Measurements in Depth
Mode structures W(z) and P(z) require a representative buoyancy frequency profile over the entire water column depth (i.e., 0 to ∼3,800 m), while mooring MMPs only sample part of the water column (i.e., ∼60 to ∼2,000 m). We extend the MMP density profiles above the shallowest and below the deepest measurements using CTD data sampled at the same location during the BGEP/Joint Ocean Ice Studies expedition of the same year as the MMP profiles.
To examine the sensitivity of the resulting modes to seasonal variation in surface stratification, we use year-round ITP (∼7 to ∼750 m) estimates for the seasonally varying stratification. Density in the deep Arctic remains nearly the same over time scales of at least a few decades (see Zhao et al., 2014) . As an example case, we choose ITP summer measurements from 28 August 2011 at 77.05 textdegreeN, 139.32 ∘ W and ITP winter measurements from 6 February 2007 at 77.06 ∘ N, 140.69 ∘ W, which coincide approximately with the location of Mooring C. Comparing the first four baroclinic mode structures using mooring data extrapolated with the ITP summer profile and that extrapolated with the ITP winter profile ( Figure A1 ), we find that there is effectively no difference and seasonal variations in the upper water column can be neglected. Examination across all moorings yields the same result.
Therefore, the mean-state stratification N 0 , required in the calculation of mode structures, is estimated from each CTD-extrapolated MMP profile. This is done using potential density profiles by estimating the mean depth of each isopycnal over the entire mooring measurement record of about 12 years for Moorings A, B, and D and about 4 years for Mooring C (Figure 2a) . The mean buoyancy frequency is then calculated from this mean potential density profile (Figure 2b) . Note that the presence of eddies does not influence the mean buoyancy frequency profile. A density profile through an eddy differs from a profile where there is no eddy in that there is a nearly uniform density through an eddy core. However, the thickness of this difference (i.e., the thickness of an eddy core) ranges from ∼20 to ∼200 m, only 0.5% to 5% of the entire water column. Further, only a small fraction (∼10%) of MMP profiles sample eddies.
